This paper presents a study of star tracker attitude estimation algorithms and implementation on an indoor ground-based Three Axis Spacecraft Simulator (TASS). Angle, Planar Triangle, and Spherical Triangle algorithms are studied for star pattern recognition. Least squares, QUEST and TRIAD algorithms are studied for attitude determination. A star field image is suspended above TASS. The indoor laboratory environment restricts the placement of the star field to be in close proximity to TASS. This restriction adds some additional complication to the standard attitude determination problem. An iterative solution handles this complication. Experimental verification is also performed for the proposed iterative solution.
I. Introduction
HE objective is to develop a star tracker precision attitude estimation system for use on an indoor, ground-based spacecraft simulator. Star pattern recognition algorithms are studied with a focus on accuracy and algorithmic efficiency. Attitude determination algorithms are studied similarly. The Three Axis Spacecraft Simulator (TASS) is the testbed and it is equipped with a CCD camera to capture the star field image suspended above.
The star pattern recognition algorithm takes the camera image of the star field, assigns to it a mathematical description of the pattern, and finds the unit vector to each imaged star. Stars in the CCD image appear distributed among multiple pixels and the centroid of this distribution must be found. Unit vectors from the focus point of the camera lens to the image plane of the CCD are then found for each star. These vectors are mapped from the camera reference frame to the spacecraft body reference frame.
The pattern for the stars in the camera image is then found. The pattern is checked against a database of the entire sky to find a match. The pattern can be defined as simply as an angle. Triangles provide more information for more robust matching. 3, 4 Novel methods such as grids can also be robust and efficient. 11 Algorithms used in this study are the triangle, planar triangle, and spherical triangle.
Once the star vectors measured in the spacecraft frame are matched to the inertially referenced database of star patterns and star vectors all the necessary information is available to solve the attitude determination problem. Attitude determination algorithms determine the rotation of the star vectors from the inertial referenced frame to the spacecraft body frame. There are many algorithms for attitude determination, but three were studied in this report: least-squares 2 , Quaternion-Estimator (QUEST) 8 , and the TRIAD 8 algorithm.
II. Star Pattern Recognition

A. Angle Method
The angle method is the simplest star identification algorithm. Star pairs are observed by the camera, and their unit vectors are developed referenced to the frame of the star tracker. The star tracker then calculates the angles between all stars within the FOV of the camera. The angles are calculated by the equation 1:
. The star tracker develops a triangle from a combination of three stars. The benefit of this algorithm is that more information can be obtained from a triangle than an angle, which should allow the star tracker to determine the satellite's attitude more accurately.
From the calculated triangle, the area and polar moment can be determined. The area and polar moment provide The above equations are valid in the Earth-Centered-Inertial or ECI frame as well as the star tracker frame. In the planar triangle method, three observed stars provide far more information than only two stars using the angle method. As shown, there are multiple angle calculations as well as other features of the triangle to store.
It will also be necessary to obtain the polar moment in conjunction with the area of the triangle. Two triangles may have the same area, but will have different second moments. The polar moment by:
When using planar triangles, the use of the triangles polar moment and planar area will reduce the number of similar solutions for matching, however there are certain costs with using this algorithm. There are more features a triangle can provide when compared to an angle. Naturally, instead of determining the satellite's position with two stars, it now requires three stars if using the planar triangle algorithm. There are however more mathematical calculations that must be performed when using the triangle algorithm compared to the angle calculations. Also, with the triangle there are two data points for each triangle which will require a larger memory to hold this data.
C. Spherical Triangle
A similar algorithm used in star pattern recognition is spherical triangles 4 . The star tracker calculates a spherical triangle when it observes three stars within its FOV. Again, the polar moment and area are used to determine which spherical triangle is being observed by the star tracker.
The three unit vectors to the stars within the FOV, allow the area of the spherical triangle to be calculated by:
where S is the same as above and a, b, and c are: Again, the above equations are valid in the ECI frame as well as the star tracker frame. The polar moment is also valuable information to be obtained from each observed triangle. Two similar triangles may have similar areas or polar moments, but it is unlikely that two triangles will have exactly the same polar moments and areas. The acquisition of two unique pieces of information from each triangle makes the algorithm resistant to false attitude determinations from the star tracker using an erroneous triangle.
The polar moment of a triangle is obtained by breaking the spherical triangle into smaller triangles. The area of each of these smaller triangles is then multiplied by the square of the arc distance from the centroid of each smaller triangle, to the centroid of the overall triangle. The spherical triangle's polar moment is then obtained by summing the results of each smaller triangle:  is the arc distance. The polar moment of each spherical triangle is calculated via a recursive algorithm that breaks the triangle into smaller triangles successively until the depth of recursion is met.
III. Attitude Determination
The problem of attitude determination is obtaining the correct orthogonal rotation matrix, so that the measured observations in the sensor frame match the reference frame. The measured vectors are the aforementioned bodyframe vectors to imaged stars while the reference vectors are those same stars referenced from the ECI frame and contained in the database.
The stars imaged in the FOV of the star tracker have now been paired to stars in the inertial frame by the star pattern recognition algorithms, but the attitude of the spacecraft is still unknown. The quadratic loss function in the attitude matrix can be transformed into a quadratic loss function in the corresponding quaternion 9 . Wahba, presents a least-squares criterion to define the best estimate for an orthogonal matrix A that minimizes the cost function represented by Equation 15.
There are many different types of attitude determination algorithms for star trackers in use today, but a common type used is a class that estimates the four Euler symmetric parameters that form the quaternion 13 . The quaternion outputs of these algorithms are extremely popular as it is the minimal non-singular set for global attitude description.
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The quaternion also provides an attitude matrix which is quadratic in the parameters and is also free of transcendental trigonometric functions 2 . The optimal estimator of the quaternion can be used to solve the constrained least-squares Wahba problem 13 . Other algorithms used in solving Wahba's problem by obtaining the quaternion are the TRIAD 6 algorithm as well as the Quaternion Estimator (QUEST) 8 algorithm. The TRIAD and QUEST algorithms each provide quaternions as well as the direction cosine matrix of the satellite. The TRIAD algorithm is fairly simplistic while without requiring any inversion of matrices while the QUEST algorithm requires fairly complex eigenvalue calculations.
A. Least Squares
The star tracker camera will have some noise which will cause errors in the measurements. To account for errors, most of the error is concentrated on a small area about the direction of 
There are two requirements for minimizing this quadratic function: 1) a necessary condition and 2) a sufficient condition. The necessary condition and sufficient conditions are defined as 2 : Naturally, an inverse of T AA must exist to find a solution for r . The inverse exists only if there number of linearly independent observations is equal to or greater than the number of unknowns. In least squares, the order of the matrix inverse is equal to the number of unknowns, not the number of measurement observations 2 . An example of attitude determination with a star will illustrate these principles.
Assume the camera of the star tracker observes two stars within its FOV. The unit vectors of these stars in the star tracker reference frame are designated 1 r and 2 r . These two stars have unit vectors in the inertial frame as well, 
Rearranging, the equation becomes:                                                        30 The ŷ vector is the known inertial coordinates to the star, the A matrix is the known body frame vector to the same star, with the x comprising the elements of the direction cosine matrix being the only unknown quantity.
Now Equation 29
can be solved by inserting the elements of the matrix equation into the following to form the least squares problem:
The vector x of the direction cosine matrix is simply reshaped into the usual form to get the direction cosine matrix.
B. TRIAD
The TRIAD algorithm is a deterministic solution that generates a direction cosine matrix between two coordinate systems when two vectors are given in each of the particular coordinate systems 8 . Applying this algorithm to the attitude determination problem is fairly straightforward. The star tracker needs only to see two stars within its FOV to determine two unit vectors. These are referred to as the observed vectors 8 . The other two unit vectors, or reference vectors, are found using the angle, planar triangles, or spherical triangles algorithms defined previously.
Using the TRIAD algorithm, two non-parallel unit vectors to stars in the inertial frame as well as two nonparallel unit vectors in the star tracker frame are obtained. Using the same designation as above, these vectors are identified as 1 
V and 2
V for inertial stars with two body frame vectors from the star tracker as 1 W and 2 W . The algorithm then finds an orthogonal matrix A which becomes the attitude matrix for the satellite finds the orientation difference between the two systems 8 . The equations that the algorithm must satisfy are:
The algorithm then requires computation of the following column matrices or triads 8 : 
C. QUEST
The QUEST algorithm 8 developed for the Magsat mission by Shuster is another method to solve Equation 32. The quadratic loss in the attitude matrix function can be converted to a corresponding quaternion. The result is that an eigenvalue equation is obtained that provides the quaternion 8 . This result is that the optimal quaternion is computed by a fast deterministic algorithm.
Equation 32, the loss function, is minimized when an optimal matrix opt A is determined, however, we can also maximize a gain, g, that also solves the same equation. In Equation 32, the nonnegative , 1, , To continue with this algorithm, several other quantities will need to be calculated to form the matrix K. The matrix is a 4x4 matrix that takes the following form:
where Z is a 3x1 vector, SI   is a 3x3 matrix, T Z is a 1x3 matrix, and  is a scalar 8 . The matrix S is defined from the equation:
The vector, Z , is defined as:
The quantity  is the trB or: 
IV. Experimental Setup
A. Three Axis Spacecraft Simulator
The second-generation Three Axis Spacecraft Simulator (TASS) at the Naval Postgraduate School's Spacecraft Research and Design Center was used for the experimental setup. TASS floats on an air-bearing to simulate space flight and provide three rotational axes of motion. TASS is five feet in diameter. It uses four control moment gyroscopes for actuation. Onboard computers can execute Matlab code and Simulink models real time with xPC Target. Attitude sensors include the star tracker, inertial measurement unit, sun sensor, magnetometer, inclinometer, and a precision laser sensor.
Suspended one meter above TASS is an LCD monitor displaying a star field. Since the star tracker camera cannot be located at the center of rotation of TASS the reference frame fixed to the star tracker will not only be rotated but also translated. In space, this translational motion of the frame is not observable since stars are approximately infinitely far away. In a laboratory environment this translational motion will affect the star tracker algorithms. 
V. Results
Experiments were performed to test the fidelity of attitude estimation the angle algorithm. For verification of the results, simple angle method with the QUEST attitude determination algorithm was implemented on the test-bed.
Star unit vectors translated to the B frame from the star image are first computed, and the angles between the brightest or master star and all other stars are calculated. These angles are compared to the inertial angles stored in the database. The experiment is setup so that the prediction of A attitude matrix used for computation of 
A. Estimation Results without Iteration
For these tests, there is only one iteration of attitude updates. A series of A matrices with an initial error of 6 degrees, 3 degrees, 0 degrees, -3 degrees, and -6 degrees were chosen. A matching accuracy of 500 arc-seconds for each angle was chosen for all A matrices. Therefore, an angle from an observed star angle must match an inertial angle by the value  250 arc-seconds. All the multiple matches were filtered out to ensure accurate results in the experiment. For each test with 50 attitude estimations, several parameters were observed. The resulting average updated A matrix from the QUEST algorithm for each test with its standard deviation were recorded. The number of stars and angles matched were saved, as well as the Euler angles and their standard deviations.
a) Testing with an A of 0 degree error.
With a prediction of the A matrix of 0 degree error, in other words a 3x3 identity matrix, five test runs with 50 attitude determinations for each test were accomplished with a 500 arc-second accuracy. The results of the attitude testing for the Euler angles and their standard deviations are included in Table 1 . Even though there is no error inserted, only seven stars out of nine are easily matched due to the noise of the system. The mean values and standard deviations for all the Euler angles remain fairly constant over the five tests as well. 
b.
Testing with an A with 3 degrees error.
The next phase of testing inserted an error of 3 degrees into the Euler angles to form an initial A matrix used in attitude determination. Five more test runs for attitude determinations were accomplished with a 500 arc-second matching accuracy. The results of the attitude testing for the Euler angles and their standard deviations are included in Table 2 . The QUEST and angle algorithms do correct for the error, but fewer stars are matched. The main thing noticeable from this test is the marked decline in the number of stars detected by the algorithm. Only 3.26 stars are detected due to the initial error during 50 runs. If the initial attitude estimate is off, the results from the angle algorithm decline sharply. Testing with an A with a 6 radian error.
Further testing with a large error of 6 radians was attempted with a matching accuracy of 500 arc-seconds. This error would test the ability of the algorithms to arrive at the correct attitude solution with a large initial estimate error. The results of this test were poor. To get the algorithm to function, the accuracy had to be dropped to 900
arc-seconds or 0.0044 radians to get two angles to match with the database correctly. Four angles were detected, but only two were accurate. The only way to make the algorithm work with this amount of error, is to filter the database further for angles that are within 0.0044 radians of each other.
d.
Testing with an A with a -3 radian error.
The next series of tests involved using an A matrix with an Euler error of -3 radians. The error was inserted and the simulations ran. Table 3 contains the results of the -3 angle error tests. The matching accuracy is maintained at From the results in Table 3 Testing with an A with a -6 radian error.
With an A matrix of -6 radians error, five test runs for attitude determination were accomplished with a 500 arcsecond accuracy. The results of the attitude testing for the Euler angles and their standard deviations are included in Table 8 . The error still allows six stars to match in all cases. 
B. Estimation Results with Iterations
The next testing incorporated using the QUEST algorithm to provide an iterative attitude matrix update the attitude estimation. The updated attitude solution should increase the accuracy by providing by providing corrected A matrices as initial estimate to the algorithms matching the inertial database to the body frame image.
The update testing was completed with an initial error of 2 radians in the TASS initial attitude estimate with an matching accuracy requirement of 500 arc-seconds. The testing starts at a single update, and then continues on up to five attitude updates. Theoretically, at each update, the attitude solution will improve. Table 5 contains the results of the testing. The main result of the update test is the increasing accuracy of the initial estimate of the attitude solution. With an initial error of 2 radians, the updates remove the error and provide an updated attitude matrix. As shown in the bottom line, the attitude updates improve with increasing amounts of attitude solution updates. The amount of star matches improves from 5 at the beginning to ~6.6 stars at the end with five updates. Table 5 shows the increase in star identification with increasing updates, while Table 6 shows the Euler angles over the same updates.
By using an updated attitude matrix with errors removed while holding accuracy constant, star matching improves rapidly. With only one update, only five star matches are achieved. When using two updates, the matches increase to almost seven stars identified, which is very close to the testing in Table 1 which was conducted using an A matrix of 0 error. With increasing A matrix updates, more precise Euler angles should also be obtained from the more accurate A matrix. The Euler angles, shown in 
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Stars Identified Figure 6 : Phi, Theta, and Psi angles over iterations.
VI. Conclusion
The angle algorithm for star pattern recognition and the QUEST algorithm for attitude determination were successfully implemented on the TASS. The algorithm worked with an accuracy of 500 arc-seconds with an initial estimate of position as a 3x3 identity matrix. The algorithms accurately determined the TASS position for a range of error from 3 radians to -6 radians. Beyond 3 radians and -6 radians the angle method breaks down in its ability to accurately determine the position of the TASS.
By updating the A matrix by outputs from the QUEST algorithm, the accuracy of the attitude solution increased markedly until a certain point, then leveled off. The maximum star recognition increased from ~5 stars with one update and to 6.6 stars and leveled off. The testing shows that increased accuracy is obtained by providing an updated attitude solution as an initial estimate to the algorithms. 
